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Why is trust and rapport so important  
in a mentoring relationship? 

A mentoring relationship is a confidential space  
where both mentors and mentees can share their 
experiences and honest views without judgement  
or fear of reprisal. Both parties should feel confident 
that their discussions won’t be shared with others 
without their permission.  

In a successful mentoring partnership, both 
participants can gain significant learning and  
insight by being honest, reflective, supportive  
and challenging. However, for this to be achieved,  
trust and rapport must be established. In fact,  
without the right levels of trust and rapport,  
the mentoring relationship will not flourish.

How do we define rapport? 

At its core, rapport is the ability to build a  
connection or relationship with someone. In  
most cases, we do this reasonably quickly, but it’s  
important to note that there are different levels of 
rapport – for example, the connection we feel with  
an acquaintance is different from that with a close 
friend. People might also experience rapport in 
different ways. For instance, by feeling:

•  A sameness or connectedness

•  Warmth

•  Energy

•  Feeling comfortable and familiar  
with one another

How to build rapport with your mentor  
or mentee 

Building rapport takes effort and a high degree  
of personal awareness and disclosure. The model 
below (taken from Ashridge Business School)  
describes how we build rapport by increasing the  
level of communication we share about ourselves.  
This can sometimes feel risky as it involves an  
amount of personal disclosure about our values, 
feelings or emotions.

The further up the value scale we go, the more 
meaningful and valuable the communication gets.  
This is particularly important in a mentor/mentee 
relationship where the mentor might naturally seem 
to be in a position of power due to his/her position 
and experience. Creating a sense of trust helps the 
relationship to become more equal and therefore  
more successful.

Starting at the bottom left hand side of the diagram, 
it is reasonable to assume that ritual clichés, such 
as “Good morning, how are you?”, are safe from 
challenge. This means we will happily exchange  
them with many people.  
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The next stage is about sharing facts or information 
– in general, disclosures like these may be open 
to challenge, but not at a personal level. Once we 
move up the scale and share our personal views or 
judgements, we become more vulnerable to challenge 
unless we are confident in the relationship. Free and 
open expression of our emotions is normally reserved 
for those that we trust the most.  

The highest level of communication occurs in those 
relationships where openness and honesty come 
naturally, because trust and rapport are clearly 
established. 

What is the difference between trust  
and rapport?

Whilst the two go hand in hand, trust tends to be  
built over time. Rapport is often quite quick to 
establish itself, but trust has to be earned. Trust is 
typically developed as a result of four drivers:

•  Credibility – can I believe what you say?

•  Reliability – are you dependable?

•  Intimacy – how open-minded and non-judgemental 
are you?

•  Self-interest – where is your focus?

What is the key to building trust as well  
as rapport?

It is essential to show consistency in the four areas 
outlined above in order to build trust. We instinctively 
notice when someone is inconsistent in what they say 
or what motivates them, and this can erode feelings  
of trust. Consistency builds confidence that you will  
do what you say and that you are therefore 
trustworthy. As trust grows, so our intimacy with 
someone deepens and we start to feel willing to 
disclose more personal thoughts, feelings and 
opinions. It becomes a positive cycle.  

This is what will make a mentoring relationship truly 
valuable – the sweet spot is developing a trusting 
relationship in which you are both willing to share  
your experiences, thoughts and feelings.

Good communication – it’s about more  
than words 

As the chart below shows, words are only a small part 
of how we communicate. Body language and tone of 
voice are important tools for building rapport too.  
Try some of the following:

•  Use open body language when talking to your 
mentor or mentee – lean forwards, and keep your 
arms and legs uncrossed.

•  Look at the other person regularly (without staring!) 
– good eye contact helps to build a sense of 
connection.

•  Be an active listener – use gestures like nodding to 
show you are engaged with what the other person  
is saying. 

(Source: Mehrabian’s communication model 
from a study of communication, 1967)
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Find out more 

The Trust Equation – Charles H Green, The Trusted Advisor, explains how credibility, 
reliability and intimacy, combined with self-orientation, work together to create trust

How to build closer relationships – interesting advice from 7 TED speakers on how  
to create better relationships in your work and personal life  

This TED Talk by Professor Frances Frei from Harvard Business School provides 
a different perspective on trust. She describes trust as being made up of three 
components: empathy, logic (both quality and communication of) and authenticity. 
All three of these are required to build trust between individuals and within 
organisations. The talk is a helpful way of thinking about how you build trust  
at an individual level, as a leader and as an organisation.

bethebusiness.com

https://trustedadvisor.com/why-trust-matters/understanding-trust/understanding-the-trust-equation
https://ideas.ted.com/how-to-build-closer-relationships/
https://www.ted.com/talks/frances_frei_how_to_build_and_rebuild_trust?language=en
http://bethebusiness.com

